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ohh yeahh
hahahahaa.
Let me see you do it.
open them straight legs
lets take off your stilletos bitchs
its time to pop it
hahaha yeahhh(LOW)
i see you staring like(low)
let me see you hit that (low)
bounce around girl [x2]
bounce around like (low)
let me see you get it
Low [x7]
got a bounce to make it(low)
how do you like this(low?)
hold up now let me bring it back[x2]
boys pop the bottles bitchs[x2],
girls let me see you pop that ass [x2]
bring it back [x2]

[chorus] 
Boys Pop The Bottles, Girls Pop Their Asses
girls talk about it,
but they make it happen
so boys bring out the bottle 
and ladies show your asses
their coming over
love in the back

cause lets get a little rewind
cause shes naked on the dance floor
I saw her eyeing me early
Ahh when i think i just
i walk up to her 
hii baby whats you sign?
whats your number 
heres my phone hers but a in-vite
she told me what she was drinking
told her what i was thinking
i got another drink
and i got another drink
i got her hook line and sink 
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now were in the gutter and she cant keep her hands to
herself
now were at my house and i cant keep my hands to
myself.

[chorus] 
Boys Pop The Bottles, Girls Pop Their Asses
girls talk about it,
but they make it happen
so boys bring out the bottle 
and ladies show your asses
their going over
love in the back

lets play a game of spin the bottle [x2]
lets keep lets keep gunna stop the bottle.
you right buckameese
i know you like my(LOW)
people staring for quite a while
you can tell imma 
pop this bottle[x2]
you know the games
you know what you gunna do let me see you
do that [x2]
like you know your suppose to
theres no rules
to this game
so let me see you get naughty
let me see you get sexy
let me see you pop that ass, 
oh yeah i like that [x2]

[chorus] 
Boys Pop The Bottles, Girls Pop Their Asses
girls talk about it,
but they make it happen
so boys bring out the bottle 
and ladies show your asses
their going over
love in the back 
[x2]

kick off them straight legs pants [x3]
and pop that ass [x2]
kick off them straight leg pants [x3]
and pop that ass[x2]
Get 
low [x9][x3]
get low [x3]
get
low [x4]
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